Drill Site Location
Wetzel #1
881' FNL 2108' FWL
Ground Elevation = 2244
Y = 410658  X = 1701090
State Plane-NAD 27-Kansas South
Latitude 37.789989
Longitude -99.534761
WGS 84-NAD 83

Notes:
1. Set (2) wood staked at location site.
2. All flagging Red & Yellow.
3. Overhead power available at W. line, Sec.17.
4. Kansas One Call System Inc. should be notified before excavation (1-800-344-7233).
5. CAUTION: Various pipelines in Sec.17.
6. Contact landowner for best access.
   Steve Wetzel, (620)357-5257
7. Location fell 65'NE. and 90'SW. of pivot system
   wheel tracks.
8. Found covered water-well per magnetic response,
   requested by landowner on site.

Controlling data is based upon the best maps and photographs available to us and upon a regular
section of land containing 40 acres.

Approximate section lines were determined using the normal standard of care of oilfield surveyors
practicing in the state of Kansas. The section corners, which establish the precise section lines,
were not necessarily located, and the exact location of the Drill Site Location in the section is
impossible to determine with actual precision. The Drill Site Location is approximately determined.

Other parties relying thereon agree to hold Central Kansas Oilfield Services, Inc., its officers and
employees harmless from all losses, costs and expenses and said entities released from any liability
from incidental or consequential damages.
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